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Most of KUA task is to serve and monitor Muslims marriage events. In its task, KUA facing various violations marriage that happened because falsification identity. In fact, to prevent it, the government has made an efforts that is bride must through marriage inspection process. But, the process was apparently has not been able to minimize falsification identity significantly. Thus, researcher formulate three issues that is how PPN understand Article 9 PMA No. 11 of 2007 about Marriage Registration, how PPN implement that procedures in field and what obstacles that found by PPN and how they resolve it. The aim is to understand the process of carrying a comprehensive inspection deed by PPN.

This research is empirical research that use descriptive analysis methods with qualitative research approach. Source of primary data collected by an interview with some informers that are related to implementation inspection deed especially in the case who are Head and staff of KUA Tempurejo. Literature and documentation as a copy of the decision, inspection process archives, etc. used as a source of secondary data.

Conclusion from the research is PPN understands the core of article 9 is inspection deed that must be done is checking administratively and physically until PPN have faith in the truth of bride’s data. This understanding obtained by law interpretation method could be grammatically, systematic and teleological. Implications of the understanding, PPN carry out their duties and obligations according to the procedure and combined with wisdom, that is adjusted to the condition of society. But, the result achieved apparently has not been reached the goal because some obstacles from both internal and external. Internal obstacles are lack of legal related to existence P3N that gives big contribution to PPN and the lack of civil servants KUA. Whereas, external obstacles is to face the complicated society in Tempurejo. The society, including stakeholder have quite conservative mindset. While local people are rigid and have their own culture that is difficult to be changed. In addition, the level of local knowledge of the law, there is the one that has been open law and there are also those who are blind law, also give different difficulties, to the officials. Main step constraints on external is working in partnership with kyai.